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Photobiostimulation in C. elegans as a Model for Low Level Light Therapy

Abstract
Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) is a developing therapeutic technique that has been gaining recognition in
the scientific community in recent years. Previous experiments performed in LLLT research projects have
been primarily mammalian and cell culture based. These experiments have produced results showing
accelerated tissue repair. In this experiment, we introduce a new model, Caenorhabitidis elegans, a free-living
soil nematode, to be used in LLLT research by testing the effects of exposure of the organism to various
wavelengths and intensities of light commonly used in LLLT. C. elegans was shown to respond to
photobiostimulation when exposed to specific wavelengths of Infrared light, 920nm-980nm, at an intensity of
5J/cm2. These responses include an 18-20% increase in growth rate and overall length and width of each
organism. The cellular mechanism behind this acceleration of growth is unclear and as an excellent model for
examining the interactions of cells and tissues on a molecular level; the introduction of C. elegans into the field
of LLLT research will provide valuable insight into the cellular processes that produce this significant change
in biochemistry resulting in accelerated tissue repair and growth induced by LLLT.
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Photobiostimulation in C. elegans

Implementation of LLLT In a New Model
Michael Spoto Biology SJFC; Dr. Max Rempel PhD.; 

Dr. Daryl Hurd PhD Biology Dept. SJFC  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone, Good Evening. My name is Michael Spoto and I am going to share with you our Work on Photobiostimulation in the Nematode C. elegans. 



Low Level Laser Therapy

Poliani et.al. Brazilian Journal of Physical Therapy (2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low Level Laser Light Therapy, or LLLT, is a technique using concentrated doses of Red and Near Infrared light to stimulate cellular effects at both the tissue and cellular levels. LLLT has its origins in the 1950’s and 1960’s with the origin of effectively controlled light implements such as the laser and has since been used in laboratory settings as well as in clinical and commercial products focusing mainly on control and therapy for specific dermatological diseases such as dermititis and edema. Laboratory studies have been performed using this Laser Therapy using small rodents such as rats and mice. This image from a 2010 study shows zones of increased proliferation of fibroblasts in the joints of rats which were irradiated with infrared light after “wounding” induced by a mutation in collagen production, showing that infrared light could effect biological responses. Once studies had shown positive cellular response to light exposure…..



Experimental Precedent

Eesmaeenerjad et. al. Lasers in Medical Science (2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies were performed under purely cellular conditions using cell cultures. Cell cultures are essentially cells grown to cover an artificial medium. In 2011, scientists at………………. Asked how human cells would react to irradiation with IR light. In this study, the cells in certain corridors on the plate were scraped off in order to produce and open space to study proliferation rates to cover the open space. A positive correlation was seen in proliferation rates with increasing dosages of IR light. This result seemed to confirm the positive cellular effects of IR exposure in a purely cellular context. Being cellular biologists… 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team came up with a biochemical model for how these positive cellular effects came about. Cytochrome C is a chromophore which resides as a peripheral protein in the intermembrane space of mitochondria. This chromophore has an absorption spectrum that roughly matches the wavelengths of light in the IR dosages used in this experiment. A general schematic was developed for the effects of IR irradiation on cellular processes including an increase in the amount of intercellular ATP and a reduction in oxidative stress resulting from the modified electronic states of Cytochrome C. When irradiated with light Cytochrome C spent more time in the oxidized 3+ state which favors electron shuttling in the chain. 



C. elegans as a Model Organism

• Well mapped genetic code, neural network and  
proteome. 

• Easily maintained and manipulated. 
• Ideal for studying biomolecular pathways.

• 60% 
homology 
with human 
genome, 80-
85% with 
proteome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter C. Elegans. This nematode is a model organism that is used in the study of biomolecular pathways and genetics. This organism of only 959 cells has remarkable homology with the human genome and proteome. There is a large community of “worm” researchers that have used the well mapped genetic code and neural network of C. Elegans as a powerful tool to look at the complex interactions between biomolecules in specifically defined pathways, such as those that exist in the mitochondria. The use of C. elegans represents a truly organismal approach which can be easily manipulated to show both the cellular and organismal effects of LT. 



Experimental Light Sources

Blue (~480nm) Green (~575nm) Red (670nm)

Near Infrared and Infrared 
(850nm & 950nm)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our experiments, we first used a wide array of light sources to assay for photobiostimulatory effects in C. Elegans. Once we acquired the light sources, calibrations using a light meter were necessary in order to produce the desired dosage levels. This is an image showing an expanded visual spectrum and the Near Infrared region that were tested in this experiment. Blue light is close to UV and is very harsh and produced a documented effect of phototaxis to escape. Green light was a control to asses the drying of the plates under intense light and did not induce a behavioral response. The three longer wavelengths were tested for positive effect. The control had no light exposure. Many researchers hypothesized that infrared light exposure produced heat, which would accelerate any biological system, so it is important to note that the wavelengths used are some 200-300nm from any heat producing IR radiation and very distant from microwaves, which we all know produce heat!



Low Light 
Imaging

Measurement- takes into account 
length and  2D width.

Assay For Photobiostimulatory Effect-Procedure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this assay, the true wildtype N2 genotype worm was used. Dosages were calibrated to 5J/cm2 and the nematodes were incubated at 23oC. At this temperature, individuals reach maturity in about 36 hours, allowing for a single daily dosage. After bleach synchronization and imaging at low light before and after exposures in the larval stages, each individual was measured using images and a quantitative software and a manual tracing method that takes into account both length and 2D width. (Show)  



Assay for Photobiostimulatory Effect
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall effect after 352 individuals were screened in 3 separate replicates showed a statistically significant increase in the rate of growth in individuals receiving a dose of 950nm light. There was a weaker effect shown in the 850nm light as well. This graph shows the numbers in each exposure group and compares overall length. An important note to keep in mind is that these nematodes were still developing, so the adult nematodes exposed to the IR light were not significantly larger as adults, but simply developed faster. 



(**12.5J/cm2 for Prolonged Development)

Multiple Systems Measurement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we had our effective range, we modified our procedure to show developmental effect. We increased the dosage on each plate to accelerate the effect in addition to decreasing the incubation temperature to 16oC which lengthened development to a 72-84 hour period. We also added an ultrasound exposure using frequencies often used in pain relief and tendon and muscle recovery therapies. In these experiments we still used a control but only tested the effective wavelengths determined in the previous assay. This experiment was again performed in three replicates. 



**p-value = 0.004229Total Average 
Length = 1108 **

N=294

on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results here are displayed with best fit curves showing the sigmoidal rate of development in each exposure group. A statistically significant acceleration in developmental rate was observed in the 950nm exposure group which was concurrent with the assay results. Individuals in this exposure group reached adult length 18-20% faster than the control and 850nm light exposure groups and a weaker effect was seen in the Ultrasonic exposure.  In this graph, as a result of performing statistics in the form of a multiple systems ANOVA, both the 950nm curve and the ultrasonic curve appear to show a shrinkage in size after reaching sizes exceeding adult size. This a result of performing those statistical test and the worms did not in fact shrink, but reached adult size more rapidly than individuals in the other groups and remained at that size through the final measurement. 



Near Infrared 
Light Exposure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research into LLLT in C. elegans has opened a door to better understand the biochemical pathways that exist in mammals and in humans which are roughly mapped in this diagram. The effects of oxidative stress and mitochondrial disorders in human cells can result in a cascade which ends in apoptosis at high levels of stress. LLLT may contribute to increased proliferation rates and healing in damaged and recovering tissues by producing excess ATP for cellular processes and possibly modifying transcription through transcription factors. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that LLLT inhibits the cascade process leading to apoptosis in human tissues which involves Cytochrome C and promotes cellular proliferation. C.elegans is a perfect model with which to more accurately track this pathway and to better understand the effects of diseases based in mitochondrial defects as well as contributiing to studies in wound healing and recovery therapies following injury.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process by which cytochrome c behaves in an oxidatively stressed cell has been studied and cytochrome c contributes to a caspase cascade initiated by oxidative stress itself. Thus cytochrome c acts as a regulatory protein in controlling oxidative stress and energy levels in the cell. When ATP levels are reduced and oxidative stress is high, Cytochrome c can detatch from the mitochondrial membrane and contribute to the caspase cascade that results in cellular apoptosis. This is detrimental to the healing in wounds and contributes to many of the side effects and symptoms of mitochondrial deficiencies and diseases in humans. This process may be inhibited by Low Level Laser Therapy in addition to the reduction of oxidative stress and increased ATP levels and cellular proliferation rates such as those observed in both the mouse studies and the cell culture studies. 



Future Directions
• Visualizing mitochondrial 

morphology
– Visualizing modified 

Oxidative Phosphorylation 
in vivo.

• Suppression of 
mitochondrial mutants
– Hone the range of study to 

enhance understanding of 
biochemical pathway

– Identifying the protein or 
proteins responsible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here at St. John Fisher, there subsequent research projects planned to further explore LLLT in the context of C. elegans being headed by both Dr. Rempel and Dr. Hurd. One such study involves the Suppression of Mitochondrial Mutants experiment being performed by Olivia Eden. Another planned project which would help to visualize mitochondrial morphology during light exposure and to visualize rates of oxidative phosphorylation ocuring in cells is also in its beginning stages. The future of C. elegans is bright in researching and understanding human pathology and the photobiomodulatory effects of LLLT in a biochemical context. Thank you!Questions?
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